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Abstract . 

Various mechanisms for the formation of point defects in ionic 

crystals are considered. Their probable importance as a function 

of the energy.of th~ ionizing radiation and the temperature at which 

. the irradiation takes place is disucssed. ·Complex centers formed 

from aggregates of simple point defects are reviewed and their oc-

currence considered in terms of the expected spatial distribution 

of the point defects. 

The effect of high energy X-rays and protons on the io~ic con

ductivity ~s disucssed in terms of a new interpretation of the 

conductivity curve as a function of temperatur~, and it is suggested 

that radiation enhanced diffusion may be imp~rtant in explaining the 

experimental data. 

* Work supported by the United States Atomic Energy Commission , 
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A. Introduction . 

Perhaps the most fundamental question to be asked concerning 

the interaction of radi~tion with an ionic crystal.is· "how is it 

possible to create a single positive or negative ion vacancy?" 

The answer to this question depends upon a number of factors: the 

nature of th~ radiation, the sign of the vacancy being considered,, 

the nature of the crystal structure, and the temperature at which 

the interaction takes place. The question of color center forma

tion then· involves understanding the spatial distribution of defects 

and whethe·r or not they capture electrons or holes • 

B. Color Center Formation Processes 

In principle it is easy to understand how particulate radiation 
j 

may cause the displacement of an ion that is necessary to generate a 

vacancy. If the energy of the particle is greater than a certain 

threshold then it may transfer energy to the ·lattice .ion via a simple 

collision process and cause the lattice ion to leave its normal lat-

tice site. The detailed nature of the subsequent motion of the ion 

will determine the total number of vacancies created and the location 

of any interstitial ions that may be formed. For the case of charged 

particles the ionization produced will also be important. Although 

the interaction of nuclear particles with matter is of great practical 

importance.the nature of the defects produced, for energy transfers to 

the lattice ion.that are much greater than its displacement energy. 
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are so c·omplex tha~ it is hard to decypher the .infonnation presented 

by the experimental data • · 

Experimental observations indicate that point defects may also 

be produced by photons having a high enough energy. . In the case :of 

the alkali halides, X-rays or U.V. radiation will be necessary to 

· produce these defects· and the spatial distribution of the defects so 

produced would.seem to be more simple than for the case of particulate 

radiation. Since it is not. possible for a photon to cause the dis-

placement of an ion in the lattice and conserve both energy and momentum 

the mechanism by which photons can create point defects is of interet 

·and will be considered in more detail. 

The primary effect of the photon interaction with the negative ion 

sub-lattice is to produce ionization. Two main concepts of how this 

primary ionization produces point defects in the negative ion lattice 

have been advanced. One, due to Seitz(l), (Fig. 1) involves the recom-

bination at dislocations in the crystal of the electron-hole pair with 

the release of their energy of formation. Since an ion near an edge 

dislocation in the crystal will be less tightly bound in the lattice, 

the energy released by the electron-hole recombination can cause the ion 

to move to the dislocation line creating a vacancy and moving the "Jog" 
I 

on the dislocation by one position. This vacan~y production mechanism is 

a so called "structure sensitive" mechanism ~ince the presence of a 

dislocation is necessary for its operation, the distortion of the crystal 

field making possible such a recombination process •. An alternate mech

anism involving only the behavior of a multiply ionized negative ion in 
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a perfect lattice has been proposed by Varley(2). In the original 

formulation it is argued that the multiply ionized ion ~ being posi

tively charged after losing two electrons and sitting surrounded by 

six positive neighbors in the lattice - is in a metas~able configura-.. 
tion and will, due to lattice vibrations, leave its norma~ lattice 

site giving rise to a vacancy arid an interstitial ion. This' mechanism 

should not - at least to a first approximation - be structure sensitiv~. 

ObJections to this mechanism have been raised on the basis of the ~ife

time of the doubly ionized states. In particular, Dexter(3) has 

pointed ~ut that only if both ho~es are produced in the inner shells 

of· the ion wi~l the lifetime of the ioniz.ed state be long enough for 

displacement to occur since, if the holes are in outer shells, the high 

electric field due to their mutual interaction will cause them to 

separate a distance of one lattice spacing in less than 10-16 seconds • 

. A modification of the Varley mechanism has be_en proposed by 

Howard, Vosko and Sm~luchowski( 4 ). They suggest that in KCl the 

.double ionization may occur by an Auger. type process. An electron 

is.removed from the K-shell by the primary radiation and an L-electron 

subsequently falls into this empty leve~. . The energy of the transi-

tion causes a· further electron to be eJected from the L-shell via an 

internal conversion process. The interaction between the Cl+ so 

formed and a neighbor Cl- is then considered (Fig. 2) and it is· shown 

that, by means of a deexcitation collision between the two ions, up 

~ 0 
· · to 9ev of kinetic energy can be given to the two Cl s so formed. It 

is considered that some 3ev of kinetic energy for each Cl0 is suf-

· ... 
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ficient to enable replacement type collisions to tal•e place in a 

[110] direction producinc a vacancy at the site of the orieinal .ion-

ization and an interstitial ion located some distance ·away. 

It is of interest to note that if Howard, Vosko and Smoluchowski 

are correct in their estimate of the energy that is necessary to 

produce a displacement of a negative ion in a prefered direction in 

the crystal ~ mechanism of displacement via energetic photo-electrons 

becomes possible, at least in the chloride •. It can. be ~how(5) that 

in a collision between an electron and an ion the energy transfered 

to the.ion is: 

T - sin P. 
2 

where D\ is the electron mass,. mg the ion mass, E the energy of the 

non-relativistic electron, and P. the scattering angle measured in 

the center of mass coordinate. system. In general it will be adequate 

·to use thi·s non-relativistic form· for the energy transfer for electron 

energies that are less than 1 MeV. For the case of KCl m1 .~ 10-s and 
~-

for E.= 50 KeV ~nd for a "head on II collision T :::::. 3 .o eVe This is. of 
. . 

the same. order as the energy required for a "replacement type" colli-

sion. Klick observes· that for KBr and 50 KeV photo-electrons the. energy 

transfer is only about 0.3 eV and therefore rejects this mechanism 

··at these low energies. However for the lighter halides the situation 

should be more favorable~ Thus it would seem possible for a photo• 
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electron to cause a displacement in a prefered direction in the lat-

tice of at least some alkali halides. It is necessary ~o ask what . 

. range a 50 KeV photo-electron would have in the lattice. A calcula

tion based on the expression of Ashkin and Bethe( 6)_ indicates that 

the range of such electrons would be a few hundred .lattice spacings. 

It would seem that both the number o! possible encounters and the 

energy available are satisfactory for the above process. 

Both the Seitz and the Varley type of mechanism for defect for

mation have reasonable experimental support. Bauer and Gordon (7) 

have investigated the pinning of dislocations during X-irradiation 

using an ultrasonic attenuation technique. They found that the pin-

ning rate was· independent of the temperature of irradiation and con-

elude t~t the defect causing the pinning is formed at the dislocation. 

This would tend to support the Seitz concept of vacancy formation at 

dislocations during _irradiation - the ions joining the dislocation as 

"jogs" being responsible for the observed pinning. 

The most compe1ling evidence in favor of ~ Varley type mechanism 

seems to come from the unambiguous identification of the R-eenter as 
'I 

an interstitial chlorine ion by the reso~nc~ experiments of Kanzig(B). 

Rabin and Klick(9)· have demonstrated that at. helium temperatures the 

rate of F-center formation is independent of the number of defects in 

·the crystal and their results would support a·non structure sensitive 

mechanism such as the Varley mechanism • 
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More recently Sharma(lO) has attempted to verify the importance 

of an Auger type proces·s in the formation of color centers in KCL 

Using both X-rays with maximum energies just __ above (3 .3KeV) and 

below (2··. 7KeV) the K-absorption edge for chlorine (3 •. OKeV) and also 

monochromatic X-rays he has shown that the rate of formation of F-centers 

increases when the K -absorption edge bas been crossed. Measurements 
• • I • 

With a :aendix_photon detector indicate that the difference in the case 

or" the white radiation cannot be attributed to an enhanced photon flux 

. at the higher energy. Although the intensity . ·-dependence of the X-ray 

induced coloration has not been determined at liquid nitrogen temperature 

. (ll) (12) . 
both Mitc4el1 et al and Abrahamson and Caspari . have measured 

this at room temperature and find a power dependence between 1.4 and 2.0 · 

It. is not to be expected'tha~ this value would be greatly alter~d as a 

:function 'of temperature ur..J.ess a specific formation mechanism became 

inoperative at nitrogen temperatures. The change in absorption coef

ficient by an order to magnitude as the chlorine K edge is crossed is 

_therefore not thought to be responsible for the enhanced coloration 

rate assuming thB.t the same. power law applies for this change in absorbed 

photon density also. This observation is supported by the measurements 

of Ritz(l3) on KBr. He observes no change _in.the coloration rate as the 

bromine K-edge is crossed despite a sil!lilar change in a~sorpti~n coef-

·ficient by an order of magnitude in this case. 

That the Howard1 Vosko and Smoluchowski mechanism does not appear 

to function in KBr is· probably due to the increased mass of the bromine 

ion. Lacking suitable data one might postulate that the energy available 

·'[" . !i 
.;I 

.. , 

i 1/ 
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from ·a deexcitation process for this material would not be greater 

0 than that available in the chloride. The kinetic energy of ~he Br 

0 should be less by a factor of three therefore. than that of the Cl 

and this is probably below the threshold value for ev~n a [110] re-

placement collision process. 

Kiick has suggested(l4) that the displacement of ions· into inter-

stitial position may occur via two neighboring single ionizations 

with the subsequent forma.ti~n of a c12 molecule. Howard, Vosko and 

Smoluchowski argue that this transition to a bound state is unlikely _ 

due to the large separation of the energy curves •. 

C. The Dependence of the Color Center Formation 
Processes on Temperature and Energy 

The experimental data on color centers would seem to suggest 

that more than one mechanism is responsible for forming the observed 

defects in the crystal. It is of interest to speculate upon their 

relative importance in the process of color center formation as a. 

function of temperature and the energy of the incident radiation. 

Betore_this is done however, it is necessary to consider the conditions 

under which a vacancy once formed can capture an electron and appear 

as an F-center. Without an electron the vacancy appear~:!_ .in the absorp-
. . 

tion spectrum as a perturbation of. the fundamental edge in the UV and 

is refered to as ati ri(l5) or y(i6) riehter • 

. i.uty(i7) has stigge~t~d-that the stability of tp~ empty vacancy is 

due to the p.resen'Ce of a high local fieid. • (Fig. 3) He has been able 

, .. r ·-· . 
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to show by luminescence measurements that the.vacancy always captures 

its electron via the 2p level of the F-center. The lifetime of this 

excited state is very long (lo-a secs)(lB) and in the presence of a high 

electric field the probability of transition to the ground state is 

less than the probability of tunneling to the conduction band. Thus 

' the. center will not capture an electron. Luty suggests that the field· 

due·to an interstitial ion (such as would be produced by a Varley 

mechanism) will be sufficient to prevent electron capture if the 

separation of the vacancy and the interstitial i~ less than 8 atomic 

spacings.; It has been pointed out (l9) that a jog on an e~e dislo-

cation may serve a similar purpose in stabilizing the vacancy against 

electron c~pture. 

It would also seem that a positive ion vacancy could produce the 

necessary field at the negative ion vacancy and thus prevent electron 

capture. This would not be the case with a negative ion vacancy how-

ever (Fig. 3) since the vacancy pair so formed would be expected to 

capture the electron in a shared· excited state, the electron oscillating 

between the two vacancies • This quantum mechanical process should not 

apprec~ably alter the probability of transitions to the ground state. 

it is therefore seen that the probiem is· a two-fold one. · In what 

temperature and energy ranges will the various mechanisms prOduce vacan-

cies ih the lattice? and in what temperature ~nge will the vacancies so 

formed be able tb capture electrons? It is obvious that there are two 

l~i ts to all these processes. There must be a minimum photon energy 

.below which no ionization is produced and there must be a maximum tempera-
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ture at vlhich the lifetime of an isolated vacancy formed by the radia-

tion is so short that it is not of interest from the viewpoint of stable 

center formation.· 

One of the.processes mentioned above that suggested by Seitz would 

. (ro) 
seem to be operative over the Widest range of energy. Parker's 

data would suggest.that at room temperature photons· of waveiength 

~ 230 11ll can produce excitons which generate defects. Presumably 

·this process would not be g~eatly altered by a reduction in tempera-

ture. The temperature dependence ofF-center fo~tion via the Seitz 

mechanism·would see~ to be more restrictive. ·At very low temperature the 

vacancies formed near the dislocations Will not diffuse away and1 due 

to the dislocation •s electric field, may remain as empty vacancies .• 

The dislocation Will have· to climb al-~ay from the vacancies at these 

lmv temperatures before they can capture electrons. At higher · 

temperatures the di.ffusion rate· of the vacancies Will probably be 

the controlling factor. It might therefore be expected that a low 

temperatures the Seitz mechanism lvould show up in such daroping experi-

· ments as those of Bauer and Gordon but·not in the·optical measurements 

(except perhaps as an enhancement of the n-band with respect to the F-

. band) •. As the. tempera.tur~ is increased the relative importance of:·this 

mechanism in F-center.production would be increased and it would be 

expected that the (n/F) ratio would decrease b~t that the damping of 

. dislocation motion, which is presumably due to the jogs formed during 

the vacancy creati.on process., should not be appreciably altered. 

Next lm·rest on the energy scale would seem to be the original 

Varley mechanism. It loTOuld seem ho~ever that this should also have 

n ~ •_" •- ' '\.-
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a temperature threshold since the production of a separated vacancy 

and interstitial requires the adequate thermal participation of the 

lattice. ContinUing· to think in terms of energy the Howard, Vosko, 

Smoluchowski modification of the Varley mechanism should next become 

operative, the threshold being the K-absorption·edge for the relevant 

halogen. This process ,should not have a very large tempera:ture de-

pendence except in as much as the (n/F) ratio will be altered by the 

distance travelled by the interstitial. This value·should depend to 

some extent upon the lattice vibrations. The process having the high-

est. energy threshold is that of vacancy formation by energetic photo-

electrons,. the threshold being detennined to a first approximation, 

by the mass and size of the halogen. Its temperature dependence should 

be essentially the same as for the Howard, Vosko, Smoluchowski process. 

Thus for any given temperature and energy of radiation more than 

one process will be deternuning the number of defects produced and the 

ratios of various color centers observed. 

It is perhaps important to point out that the Seitz mechanism is 

the only one disuc~sed above that should produce an equal number of 

vacancies in the positive ion sub-lattice. This is necessary in order 

to maintain reasonable electrical neutrality of the dislocation line. 

This fundamental difference could form an important.testing point for the 

relative importance of the various mechanisms! 

It is also becoming increasingly apparent that interstitial ions 

are created during· X-irradiation and that the~e interstitals·may be 

stable to quite high· temperatures. Wiegand (2J.) ha.~ demonstrated, using 
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precision X-ray techniques, that even at room.temperature X-irradiation 

produces a change in the lattice parameter a result which, combined 

with obserVations' of changes in density and dimensions, leads to 
. (22) . 

the postulation of interstitials. Gebhardt has measured the 

thermal conductivity of alkali-halides and concludes that the 

' increased thermal resistance after X-irradiation is due to scat-

tering-by interstitial. halogen ions. Nadeau~23 ) also postulates the 
) 

presence of interstitials from measurements on the resistance to the 

motion of dislocations in a LiF crystal. 

The low amount of energy required to form a vacancy is also 

interesting - one vacancy being formed as the result of only 10 

ionization events in some materials. This value might suggest the 

importance of a process of center formation that involves the removal 

of pnly single electrons from the ions. 

D. Formation of Complex Centers 

The problem concerning complex centers is much less ciear than 

that for single point defects. One of the major disadvantages is that 

few models for these_oenters are well established and that in general 

their associated absorption bands are not so ·easizy resolvable as is 

that of th~ F center. Pick( 29) iw.s suggested a series ~f models (Fig. 4) 

for the c·omplex centers formed in the negative ion sublattice. They are 

aggregates of single negative ion vacancies,.starting With two·vacan

cies ·and tw<? electrons as the l-1-center and using a complex of ·four. 

vacancies and electrons to explain the-N-centers. 
•. 

... -., 
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The first of these models ae;rees well with experimental data. 

Van Doorn( 25) and Faraday, Rabi~ and Compton( 26) have demonstrated 

with reasonable certainty that optical density of l-1-centers compared . 

to that of the F-centers varies such that M is proportional to F2 , as 

would be expected for the proposed model. It also has the advantage that 

it would'predict 

ef.fect ( 27) data. 

' inversion symmetry and this is in agreement with Stark 
. . (28 29) 

Measurements of electron spin resonance ' and 

magnetic susceptibility(30) are also in agreement with the 2F model 

of the H -center. 

At lm-1 temperatures the F-center population is in general only 

a ·snail percentage.(l~p to 2o%) of the total vacancy population of 

. the crystal. The a.-center has been identified as an exciton perturbed· 

'by an empty negative ion vacancy and the (cx./F) ratio for materials 

such as KBr(3l) has been shown to be about 6:1. It.is not thought 

that the y-center .represents new negative ion vacancies in the crystal 

rather Klick(l6) cons~ders that this is due to an exciton produced at 

a. next nearest neighbor negative ion site. This view is supported by 

the observation t!J.at the (cx.:y] ratio remains constant during an anneal-

ing process and by experiments in KCl "YThere the vacancies have been pro-

duced by both X-irra.diation and by the ejection of the. H-ion from u-

centers. That the same v-band is observed for both of these vacancy 

fonnati"on techniques suggests that it is the ~caney and.not the.inter

stitial ·that is responsible for the band. 

It shou.l:l perhap.s be asked how this large number of electron-free 

vacancies will alter the fonnation rate of 1-1-centers. Using the argu-
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ments of elementary pro"oability theorY* it can be shown that if 

reactions such as (F + n) and (n + n) do not lead to the eventual 

fonaation of an M~center then the effect of these additional vacan-

cies is negligible provided n << N, i.e. the total n~ber of alpha 
n 

centers is much less than the nunwer of negative ion sites in the 

crystal. This should in general be a reasonable assumption'. However, 

the t'-10 processes outlined above should lead to the eventual formation 

of double vacancies and it is the· total vacancy population of the 

crystal. that should be considered rather than the F-center popul.a-

tion for this case. 

If one defines the ratio 0a = k; then the relationship of Faraday, 
n:F 

Rabin and Compton for the number of ;:. .. 1-centers in the lattice becomes: . 

:.! 

11a = K (k + 1)2 cif-> 

wnere it is assume~ that no diffusion takes place in the formation 

process.and K is a constant representing the number of nearest neigh-

bor negative ion sites. The syrabol 11a is used to indicate vacancy 

· pairs fonned ·in the lattice irrespective of their· electron occupancy. 

Thus (F + a), (F + F) and (n + n) are all included in this sum of 

.vacancy pairs.· Typical values( 3l) for k would seem to be~ 6.0 at 

20% and 1 ~0 - 2 .o at 90°K. This parameter is also a· function· of 

the time of irradiation at any given temperature •. This is a smaller 

variation than the temperature effect and at. 20% results in an increase· . . . . 

in k from 5.0 a~ 10 mins ~o 6.j at 30 mins·. eXposure, the data quoted 

. being that of 1--Ia.~ienssen (32): 

* See Appendix 1 
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The form of the expression for the number of divacancies 

present in the crystal on tnis simple model would indicate that 

those appearing in the absorption spectrum as t-1-centers would 

represent only about 2% of the divancancy population.of the negative . . 
. 0 

ion sub-l.attice at 4 K. This would imply that for .crystal pro-

perties that depend upon the vacancy ·structure ratner than'on the 
I 

electron occupancy of vacancies the M-center population would pro-

vide a rather small part of the total effect .• 

. The relationship ·between ti1e t-1- and the R1_ -center is also of 

interest. According to the Pick's ( 24 ) model of this center the 

R-eenter is a group of 3 F-centers. Any process converting 1-1- into 

R-eenters or vice versa would involve a diffusion of a vacancy to 

or from the complex. Harrison's(33) data on the effect of irradia-

tion intensity on the equilibriurr. between various complex centers 

~ould indicate an easy conversion process bet\-teen the R- and the 

M-centers, probably Just an electronic transfonnation. From this 

point of viel-t the Sietz model of the R1 -center as a vacancy pa:ir 

trapping. an electron might be preferable. 

Since the form of the R-eenters is still not understood it 

should perhaps be pointed out that if the above ar&~ent for the for-

mation of double vacancies is correct a center having the same vacan-
.. 

cy configuration as the Sietz R1 -center should be formed when an~-

and F-center are created on next nearest neighbor negative ion sites • 

If it_is.assumed that. the presence of_the interstitial associated with 

the ~-center does not alter the absorption spectrum of the double 
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vacancy center, it is not clear why an R1 aosorption·band is not 

observed at low temperatures since this form of the vacancy pair should 

be present in numbers at least equal to those of the M-center. It 

may be postulated that tne number of R1 -type centers may be less than 

that expected from the simple probability argument.· This could arise .. 
if the R1 center was formed only when an F-center was the initial 

member of th~ pair. If an tt-center was the first vacancy to be formed 

then its companion interstitial may also prevent the next vacancy 

formed from capturing an ele.ctron. In this manner the number of (tt + tt) 

centers wo~d be expected to be present in larger numbers than pre-

dieted by the simple theory while (tt + F) would be present in small~r 

numbers. _It would not seem that the absence of the R1 -band could ·be 

explained in terms of a very small oscillator strength. 

So far no band has been identified as being due to the·(tt + tt) 
complex. This would_ seem to produce more lattice distortion than. a 

single tt-center and might therefore be expected to have an_ absorption 

band on the longer wavelength side of the a-band out still ~ear the 

fundamental U .v • absorption. edge. 

E. Ionic Conductivity 

In the above discussion only defects in the negative ion sub-lattice 

have been considered. It was pointed out however;. that the Seitz ·mech• 

anism for defec.t production should prOduce an equal number of positive 

·, 

.. , •'··. ' ·,.,·'1~ ... -·~· -~ -~~·. .. . " .' 
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ion vacancies if the dislocation lines are to.remain approximately 

neutral. Since the ionic conductivity, at temperatures considerably 

below the melting point, is due only to the motion of positive ion 

vacancies it might be expected that any alteration in the number of 

these vacancie·s would be •apparent in conductivity changes. The avail..; 

able experimental data is inconclusive as to.the detailed-~ffect of 
. ' 

.the irradiation on the ionic conductivity but, in general., it would 

seem that the conductivity ~s only influenced by the radiation in the 

extrinsic conductivity region, and that in this region the conducti

vity is reduced. below its value in the unirradiated crystal. 

The .data of Nowick<34) has enabled a new interpretation of the 

various regions in the ionic conductivity curbe to be made. Figure· 

5 shows the form of the data obtained. Two regions are of particular 

interest for the present problem. It is seen that if the crystal is 

quenched from l00°C to -30°C it is possible to increase the number of 

vacancie.s above the number in true thermodynamic equilibrium in the lat

tice. In this low temperature region the time constant for the estab-

lishment of equilibrium is long compared to the time of measurement 

and properties characteristic of this frozen-in group of vacancies 

·are obtained. In general at temperatures above +30°C the positive 

ion vacancies will be present in number .to be expected from the tempera-

ture of the lattice and its impurity content. It should be noted· that 

over a. considerable part of the temperature range ~he number of impur

ities present in the crystal lattice may be in excess of the number 

to be expected if true solid solution existed. These impurities are 

·-,.·~ 
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"stable" against precipitation because in the.temperature range being 

considered their mobility is so small that the precipitati9n time 

'is many orders of magnitude larger than that .of experimental obser

vation. The experimental.data of Royce and Smolucho~ski(35) and of 

. Barr(3G).would indicate that impurities may be stabilized by precipi-. . 

tation at a· grain boundary or dislocation and that·by such'a precipi-

tation process the crystal is rendered effectively more pure. Pre-

sumably in this temperature. range the mobility of the negative ion 

vacancies is also, very low (less than 1~ of that of the positive:.ion 

vacancies) and if their equilibrium number is altered by some process, 

such as irradiation, then this non equilibrium.concentration will re-. 

main in the crystal. That this is the case is demonstrated by th~ 

thermal stability of maey color centers. Using this model of the 

situation existing in the crystal·in the structure sensitive region 

of the conductivity it is possible t.o explain some of the ·general 

features of the effect of radiation on.the ionic conductivity. 

It will be argued that the effect.of the irradiation on the 

positive ion sub-lattice will be unimportant except at very low 

temperature where the mobility is small and the concentration of 

· · positive ion vacancies could be increased by the radiation. At other 

temperatures the positive ion sub-lattice quickly adjus~s to provide 

an equilibrium number of vacancies that is determined by the condition 

for mini.mizing the free energy of the. system. It would then seem to 

be the ef~ect of the irradiation upon the negative ion sub-lattice and 

the impurities that would control the conductivity- since if the·above 
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assumption is valid - it is these quantities that will determine the 

concentration of positive ion vacancies in the crystal. 

The. effect of irradiation upon the impurities present in the 

lattice will be to enhance their diffusion rate to di·slocations or 

aggregates the thus reduce the number of ions in solid solution. 

Since impurities precip~tated from the ma.trix.onto.dislocations seem 

to be stable, these impurities and their associated positive ion vacan

cy will be lost from the crystal until its temperature .is taken high 

enough when solution again occurs. In addition to this process, the 

generation of negative ion vacnacies should also. suppress the number 

of positive ion vacancies in the lattice since the "solubility product" 

type relationship (c+)(c_) c constant, where (c+) and (c_) are the 

concentrations of positive and negative ion vacancies respectively, 
. . 

should still apply provided one of the species is able to adJust its 

concentration. Thus it would seem that the primary effect of the 

radiation would be to reduce the ionic conductivity by reducing the 

number of positive ion vacancies in the matrix. This effect should 

only be present in the.structure sensitive region of the conductiVity. 

since it is only in this region that the number of vacancies is con-

trolled by the "impurity" content of the lattice rather than the tem-

perature. · 

Hacke( 37) has measured the effect of·X-trradiation on the ionic 

conductivity of NaCl (Fig. 6). In general as the temperatUre decreases 

f~o~ 370°C to 216°c the depression of the conductivity by the radiation 
• <• 

,,_ ."1"1-. '" 
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is enhanced. This would be in the direction.expected, since for a 

given crystal with a given impurity content, the amount of _the 1m-

purity in equilibrium solid solution should be raised by an increase 

in temperature and hence the possibility for radiatio~ precipitation· 

reduced. It would also seem· that the negative ion vacancies are not 

important in these measurements (except perhaps in explaining the 

·minimum of the curve in terms of pair formation). This might be ex-

pected since for all these ~easurements, except that at the lowest 

temperature, the F-centers are unstable. 

Hacke also reports a decrease in the activation energy over 

part of th~ temperature range (the higher temperature region). It 

can be shown (Fig. 7) that such a"n effect might prOduce the form · . I . 

of the temperature dependence of the ratio of the conductivity of 

the irradiated crystal to that of the unirradiated crystal observed 

by Kobayashi(3B). In this interpretation it would be necessary to 
. . 0 

assume that the peak in the conductivity at about 200 C is due to 

electronic rather than-ionic conductivity. Halperin( 39) has pointed 

out that this might be the case since he has observed a luminescence 

peak in this position. The annealing of the conduct! vi ty then also 

becomes understandable since once the crystal has been heated to 

temperatures above that at which the impurities in the c.rystal would 

go into true solid solution, the precipitation upon cooling will be 
. . ' . . 

of the form that existed before the radiation With the non-equilibrium 

solid solution being reactivated. 

; · .. , 

··-' 
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The existing experimental data se~ms inadequate to support 

further speculation. It is obvious that careful measurements of 

the.effects of ~diation on the activation energy of the conduction 

process are required •. It would also be of interest to look at 
. . 0 

·effects of irradiation on the ionic conductivity below 0 C. If a 

Sietz type mechanism is operative then an enhancement of the con-

·ductivity mi~ht be expected in this temperature region. A study 

of the activatio~ energy of this enhanced conductivity should also 

be informative and might .indicate the presence of a ·~)inding energy 

between the positive ion vacancy and the dislocation line. 
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Appendix I 

Formation of Complex Centers 
Probability Argument 

A - The formation of double vacancy centers. 

Assume i No diffusion in the lattice. Vacancies stay at the. 
site .of formation. 

ii All sites are equally probable for·the formation of 
a vacancy. 

iii. Centers complexes such as (~+F) and(~+~) do~ 
give M -centers • 

iV· Only (F +F) represents an M-center.-

v a·and y centers represent the same single negative 
ion vacancies. 

Define nv = Total Nr of negative ion vacancies in the crystal 

N = Total Nr of negative sites in the crystal 

Then 

na =Total Nr.of alpha centers in the cryst~l 

~ =Total Nr. of F-centers in the crystal 

11a = Total Nr . of double vacancy centers • 

nm = Total Nr of M -<;enters in the crystal 

k1 = (n /~) 
(J, 

K =number of next nearest neighbor lattice sites. 

nv = (k1 + 1) ~ 

The probability that a vacancy is formed at a given 

. lattice site = (~) 

·The probability that two vacancies are on next neigh

bor negative ion lattice sites = K (~)2 

Hence the total number of double vacancy centers pre

sent in the crystal . . ~ = K N <i' )2 
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or _ K (k, + 1) 2 n; 
~- N 

n = (~) m N 
Now 

Hence 

B - The effect of the formation of other double vacancy centers on 
the formation of-the:M-center. 

If an ~~eenter is formed next to an F-center then this center 

is lost from the lattice as far as M center formation is concerned. 

Consider the number of (~ +F) complexes formed 

. n(~ + F) = K (~) (1) N = K (~) ~ 

This number of :-centers will be lost and hence a new nF should 

be used • 

Hence 

But n << N a. Hence nF ~ ~ 
i.e. The formation of other complex centers does not appreciably alter 

. . ' . . 

theM-center formation process. 
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Figure Captions 

An edge dislocation in an alkali halide showing a· possible 

ion transfer to a jog. 

+ -a. Adiabatic Potential Curves for Cl2 and for a Cl Cl 

configuration. 

b. Vacancy and interstitial configuration p~uced by a 

replacement type collision. 

Models for interaction between vacancies and interstitials. 

Models of complex centers as suggested by Pick and Seitz. 

Ionic conductivity as a !Unction of temperature showing 

approximate activation energies. 

Hacke's ·data on r~lative conductivity changes in NaCl crys

~ls as a fUnction of time and temperature. 

1 Control Measurement 

·2 306°c 

3 239°C 

a. The possible effect of irradiation on the ionic conduc-

tivity. 

b. ($' 
irradiated obtained from model.of 7a. Insert is q-
irradiated 

Kobayashi 's data. 
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